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Then, what is

the Delaunay
triangulation of

imprecise
points?
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The answer is:
we don’t know.
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So, we have
imprecise input
data.

What can we
do?
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Change the
problem: work
on regions.
[Goodrich &
Mitchell &
Orletsky 1994]

Compute only
certain parts of
the output.
[Khanban
2005]

Compute all

possible output

features.

[Bandyopad-

hyay &

Snoeyink 2007]
Compute
imprecision of
result.
[Löffler & van
Kreveld 2008] Make output

depend on
imprecision.
[Guibas &
Salesin &
Stolfi 1993]

Computeimprecision forwhich result iscertain.[Abellanas &Hurtado &Ramos 1999]

Compute exact

output on

input sampled

from regions.

Then, what is
the value of
the information
about the
regions that we
already have?
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Let’s define a
problem
statement.
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Given now: a
set of disjoint
imprecise
points P .

Given later: a
set of precise
points P̂ , such
that |pip̂i| < ε.

PROBLEM
Preprocess P
such that the
DT of P̂ can
be computed
faster later.

We preprocess
P in O(n log n)
time, and then
compute the
DT of P̂ in
O(n) time.
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We’ll define an

important
concept:
expanded
Gabriel discs
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Preprocessing:
we’re going to
compute a
minimum
spanning tree!
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Compute the
minimum
spanning tree

of P. For each

edge pq,
compute C+

pq.

For each
expanded
Gabriel disc,
store a list
with the points
of P inside it.

LEMMA
The total
complexity of
these lists is
O(n).
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Let’s do a nice

small technical

lemma.
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Let’s put ittogether andreconstruct theDelaunay
triangulation!
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Now we have a

connected
graph,
consisting of
Delaunay
edges.

Apply linear
time polygon
trapezoidation.
[Chazelle 1991]

Apply linear

time constraint

Delaunay

triangulation.

[Chin & Wang

1998]

Done!
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Time to
conclude.
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O(n) time.

Can be
extended to
partially
overlapping
discs, or other

shapes.

Future work:

can we
compute more

structure, to

avoid using

Chin & Wang?

Future work:
can our
techniques be
applied in
settings with
moving points?
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Thank you
very much for
your attention.
Are there any
questions?


